PatSeer Oct’12 release brings many powerful updates to the PatSeer platform
With greatly expanded full-text coverage and many new exciting capabilities such as Semantic search,
Corporate Tree, Multi-dimensional charts and Integrated Legal Status analysis, the new version of
PatSeer puts into practice our vision of redefining patent research, analysis and project management.
Pune, India (Oct 29, 2012) - Gridlogics is excited to announce a new release of PatSeer™ that brings
many powerful new capabilities to the fast growing research platform. The new release aims at
providing industry grade data coverage and quality along with enhanced set of tools that help you
reduce the clutter and take informed decision on IP matters in lesser time.
Details of key improvements available in this release are:













Full Text Coverage: The full-text coverage has been expanded to cover major patent authorities
- DE, GB, FR, CN, KR, JP and CA in addition to the existing US, EP and PCT collections.
Translations and Original Language Search: Machine translated content for CN and FR has been
added and original language full-text for records in Latin (DE,ES,FR) or Non-Latin (JP, KR,ZH)
languages are also searchable.
Legal Status Search and Analysis: INPADOC Legal Status can be searched along with other fields.
Calculated fields such as Current Legal Status and Legal Status Events have been added to the
list of fields that can be analyzed.
Semantic Search Suggester gives technology terms related to your search and helps refine your
search query so as not to miss out any critical patent.
Corporate Tree for Top 2500 Assignees has been added to power your Company portfolio
searches.
Multi-dimensional charts and tables take your online analysis capabilities to a totally new level.
Using a unique Chart Layering technology you can combine any number of different dimensions
into a single chart.
New Visualizations such as Heatmap tables, Bubble Matrix and Geographical charts added to
help you present your insights in best possible way.
Attachments such as Docs, PDFs, PPTs or Images can be added to PatSeer Projects and they may
be at a project-level or at per-record level.
Bulk PDF Downloading capability has been added to allow users to download a set of PDFs
together.

One of the major focus areas for this release has been data quality, coverage and intelligent analytics
needed by power users. PatSeer hides the complexity with an intuitive interface makes it easy to search,
review and analyze large resultsets, and finally present your insights in great looking visualizations.
For more information and to try our PatSeer please visit http://patseer.com.
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